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General information
Reference:
BORO20181022001
Profile type
BCD offer
Country of origin:
Romania
Deleted
Nee
Status:
Update
Start date:
24 november 2018
End date:
29 november 2019

Business profile
Description:
In the construction area, the company's main area of expertise is network design and execution (electric networks,
water networks, cable networks, telephone networks etc.) and designing and constructing residential and non
residential buildings. Having 11 years of experience in the field, with many finalized projects, 70% of them in
network design and execution and 30% in house building (of which: designed and executed networks on national
roads, European roads, communal roads and highways, chalets, houses, hotels), the company is interested in
continuing its work abroad, also. Its interest is focused mainly on subcontracting work from companies that have
committed to projects regarding the infrastructure field.

It is interested in developing relations and partnering with serious companies dedicated to improve the lives of
European citizens and protecting the environment while building safer and more productive habitats for them.
This company can do the design of the networks/buildings and it can also do the manual or mechanised labour.
As they are only certified in Romania, they would like to subcontract work from the European companies they will
be working for. However, if need be, they are willing to get any necessary certification required in the country they
will be performing their works (this should be an easy process as Romania is a European country and has
legislation in the construction domain in accordance with European laws).
This company is interested in collaborating with all European countries.
Technologie keywords
Energy Storage and transport

-

Environment

-

Telecommunications, Networking

-

Water Management
Activity codes
Construction of utility projects for fluids

-

Construction of utility projects for electricity and telecommunications

-

Construction of water projects

-

Construction of other civil engineering projects n.e.c.
Languages
Romanian

-

English
Sector groups
Sustainable Construction

-

More information
Plus Value:
The company has well trained and experienced engineers, architects and workers able to perform in high scale
projects.
The company also has access to specific required machinery/equipment for executing works this domain
(compacting machinery, iron / concrete cutters, mixers, excavators etc.)
IPR Status:
Other
EOI Status:
Yes
Experience:

Organisation
Type of organisation:
Since:
2007
Type and Size:
Industry SME 11-49
Transnational
Nee
Turnover:

100 - 250M

Collaboration
Technical Specification or Expertise Sought:
pThey are looking for companies able to subcontract to them part of or entire projects in the field of construction:
network execution and design and residential and non residential buildings.ppThe company is looking for small or
big companies that are active in the construction field (industry or business), that are able to participate and
acquire in auctions large scale utility construction projects and are unable to execute and/or design these projects
and need further technical expertise and manual/machinery labour from other companies.ppSME 11-50,500
MNE,251-500,SME 51-250,500p
Partnerships
Subcontracting

-
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